Inverse filtering approach to measure directional in-plane modulation transfer function using a sphere phantom for a digital tomosynthesis system.
We propose a method to measure the directional in-plane modulation transfer function (MTF) of a digital tomosynthesis system using a sphere phantom. To assess the spatial resolution of an in-plane image of the tomosynthesis system, projection data of a sphere phantom were generated within a limited data acquisition range of 40°, and reconstructed by the FDK algorithm. To measure the in-plane MTF, we divided the Fourier transform of the reconstructed sphere phantom by that of the ideal sphere phantom, and then performed plane integral along the fz-direction. When dividing, small values in the denominator can introduce estimation errors, and these errors were reduced by the proposed method. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, the in-plane MTF estimated by simulation and experimental data was compared to the ideal in-plane MTF generated by computer simulations using a point object. For quantitative evaluation, we measured frequency values at half-maximum and full-maximum of the directional in-plane MTF along the three different directions (i.e., f0° -, f30° -, and f60° -directions) and compared them with those of the ideal in-plane MTF. Although the sphere phantom has been regarded as an inappropriate object due to the anisotropic characteristics of tomosynthesis image, our results show that the proposed method has a reliable estimation performance, demonstrating the sphere phantom is still suitable for measuring the directional in-plane MTF for a digital tomosynthesis system.